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In this paper, we propose a novel method for Information Extraction (IE) in a set of knowledge in order to 21 answer to user consultations using natural language. The system is based on a Fuzzy Logic engine, which 22 takes advantage of its flexibility for managing sets of accumulated knowledge. These sets may be built in 23 hierarchic levels by a tree structure. The aim of this system is to design and implement an intelligent 24 agent to manage any set of knowledge where information is abundant, vague or imprecise. The method 25 was applied to the case of a major university web portal, University of Seville web portal, which contains 26 a huge amount of information. Besides, we also propose a novel method for term weighting (TW). This 27 method also is based on Fuzzy Logic, and replaces the classical TF-IDF method, usually used for TW, 28 for its flexibility. Primarily, both were for document retrieval and extraction, but in 41 the last years its use has been generalized for the search for other 42 types of information, such as the one in a database, a web page 43 or, in general, any set of knowledge. Especially, the so-called Vector 44 Space Model (VSM) is much extended. VSM is based on the use of 45 index terms. These index terms are associated with certain weights, 46 which represent the importance of these terms in the considered 47 set of knowledge. These techniques work reasonably well for IE 48 and IR in many areas, but they have the disadvantage of not being 49 so efficient when user queries are not very specific, or when there 50 is an enormous and heterogeneous amount of information.
51
In this paper, we propose the development of an intelligent (Romero & Ventura, 2007) , financial and marketing applications 122 (Vercellis, 2009; Olson & Shi, 2007) , problem solving (Liu & Ke, 123 2007), biology, medicine and bioengineering (Greenes, 2006), tele-124 communications (Pierre, 2002) Text Mining (Chakrabarti, 2000; 125 Loh, Palazzo, De Oliveira & Gameiro, 2003) and Web Mining (Pal, 126 Talwar, & Mitra, 2002; Kosala & Blockeel, 2000; Tao, Hong, & Su, 127 2008). has caused the need to develop automatic technologies of data 131 mining in the WWW, the so-called web mining (Pal et al., 2002) .
132
Web mining may be divided into four different tasks, as it may 133 be seen in Fig. 1 Recall bears in mind the fact that the most relevant objects for 143 the user must be retrieved. Precision takes into account that 144 strange objects must be rejected. (Ruiz & Srinivasan, 1998 to a measure of similarity (Raghavan & Wong, 1986 (Salton, 1988 (Papadakis, Skoutas, Raftopoulos, 195 & Varvarigou, 2005) , or OMINI (Liu, Buttler, Caverlee, Pu, & Zhang, 196 2005), which introduces tags.
197
The problem, therefore, is the identification of the fragments of for IR is to improve recall and precision. There are basically two ap-217 proaches for NLP (Sparck-Jones99), (Aronson & Rindflesch, 1997) , 218 (Loh, Palazzo, De Oliveira, & Gameiro, 2003) , (Larsen and Yager, a syntactic approach and a semantic one (Aronson, Rindflesch, 227 & Browne, 1994) . It is based on the structure of the considered 228 set of information. A key concept in this field is the concept of 229 ontology (Berners-Lee & Miller, 2002) , (Martin & Leon, 2010) .
230
Ontology is a common frame or a conceptual automatic and 231 consensual structure to be able to retrieve the required infor-232 mation (Arano, 2003 (Iannone, Palmisano, & Fanizzi, 2007 Asking the system about information needs is not usually easy. (Zadeh, 1994) . The amount of information is too large to handle.
291
The need for a hierarchic structure or the possibility of cluster-292 ing the information. amount of information difficult to manage (Kwok, 1989) . In many 304 cases the solution is to seek some help from an expert on the topic.
305
In fact the person asked to help is an interpreter who is able to gen- together with other concepts defined below, is shown in Fig. 5 364 (Ropero et al., 2007 priate, since a web portal also has a hierarchic structure. quently, it is necessary to identify a web page as an object. That 377 is to say, every web page in a portal is considered to be an object 378 and all these objects are grouped in a hierarchic structure. It is also 379 possible to assign several objects to the same web page if the con-380 tained information is heterogenous enough. Likewise, it is neces-381 sary to store both the objects and the hierarchic structure of the 382 set of knowledge in databases, as seen in Fig. 4 . The first step is to divide the whole set of knowledge into objects. 
Tests and results

518
So far, a general method for IR and IE has been proposed.
519
Although we have stood out the method suitability for web appli-520 cations, this section focuses on the use of this method for IE in web As the information in the university web portal is abundant, 253 532 objects grouped in 12 topics were defined. All these groups were 533 made up of a variable number of sections and objects. 2107 stan-534 dard questions surged from these 253 objects.
535
As said above, to carry out IE, it is necessary to identify the web 536 page and object, that is to say, every web page in a portal is consid-537 ered an object. These objects are gathered in a hierarchical struc- though it does not match that exact definition (Ruiz & Srinivasan, 620 1998). The second goal is to check whether the required standard 621 question is among the three answers with higher degree of cer-622 tainty. These three answers should be presented to the user.
623
The correct answer must be among these three options. This is re- Table 1 Example of the followed methodology.
Step Example
Step rules. The way they were defined is explained in next section. Step 1: User query in NL.
Which services can I access as a virtual user at the University of Seville?
Step 2: Index term extraction. T1W  T2W  T3W  T4W  T5W Step 3: Weight vectors are taken as inputs to the fuzzy engine for every topic. * Topics 10 and 12 are over the considered threshold -0.4 in our case.
Index term
Step 4:
Step 3 is repeated for the next hierarchic levelSections of the selected Topics. T12S1W  T12S2W  T12S3W  T12S4W  T12S5W * Topic 10 must also be considered, but we are considering only Topic 12 for simplicity
Step 5:
Step 3 is repeated for the next hierarchic levelObjects of the selected Sections. * Topic 12, Section 1 must also be considered, but we are considering only Topic 12, Section 6 for simplicity
659
As for the input to the FL system, one to five index terms can be 660 extracted from a consultation. We consider that more than five in-661 dex terms may not be relevant for IE, so two fuzzy engines were 662 defined: a three-input fuzzy engine and a five-input one. Tests
663
show that using few inputs to a fuzzy engine causes a rapid satu-664 ration of the system. This is a great disadvantage for precision: 665 90% of the correct Objects are detected but only half of them are 666 the first option, as may be seen in Table 4 , where results for a Table 4 . ically the fixed threshold only in case that no result overcomes it.
684
With this method, results improve remarkably, as may also be seen 685 in Table 4 .
686
In summary, if the three most probable Objects are retrieved for 687 the user, the desired Object is retrieved 88% of times, and it is the 688 first option 70% of the times.
689
As for the number of inputs, it is necessary to bear in mind that (Salton & Buckley, 1996 objects must be rejected (Ruiz & Srinivasan, 1998 objects (n) to which the term is assigned in an N-object collection.
818
A typical IDF factor is log (N/n) (Salton & Buckley, 1996 This formula has been modified and improved by many authors 826 to achieve better results in IR and IE (Lee et al., 1997) , (Liu & Ke, 827 2007), (Zhao & Karypis, 2002) , (Lertnattee & Theeramunkong, 828 2003 Topic/Section/Object -n i is the number of subsets to which the term 893 T i is assigned in a collection of N objects. Consequently, it is taken 894 into account that a term might be present in other sets of the collec- 
